
Multicolor Plastic Masterbatch Co., Ltd., 
is a leading manufacturer and an 
integrated solutions providerof high-
quality plastic masterbatchs and plastic 
additives in China.
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Multicolor Plastic Masterbatch Co., Ltd. specializes in the production of 
black masterbatch and serves as a primary supplier of white, color, and 
functional masterbatch as well. Our masterbatch finds extensive appli-
cation in various industries, including blowing film, injection molding, 
pipe manufacturing, sheet production, and cable production. We have 
obtained ISO����:���� certification and have successfully undergone 
testing by SGS,RoHS,and FDA. These achievements highlight our com-
mitment to maintaining a robust quality management and service sys-
tem, ensuring the consistent delivery of excellent products to our cust-
omers。

MULTICOLOR 
PLASTIC MASTERBATCH CO., LTD.

established in ����, is a leading manufacturer and 
supplier of high-quality plastic masterbatch. With a 
registered capital of �� million yuan and fixed assets of �� 
million yuan, our company operates in a facility covering an 
area of ��,��� square meters.
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We produce 
Anti-aging masterbatch，
Black masterbatch，
Cold masterbatch，
Desiccantmasterbatch，
Functional masterbatch，
Other color masterbatches，
Warm masterbatch，
White masterbatch. 
Our products are highly regarded 
and in demand worldwide, and we 
export to countries and regions 
such as the United States, Canada, 
Venezuela, Southeast Asia, the 
Middle East, Africa, and Europe.
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ANTI AGING MASTERBATCH BLACK MASTERBATCH COLD MASTERBATCH DESICCANT MASTERBATCH

FUNCTIONAL MASTERBATCH OTHER COLOR MASTERBATCHWARM MASTERBATCH WHITE MASTERBATCH



Being an integrated solutions provider，We also sell plastic 
additives:Antiblock，Antifog，Antioxidants / thermal stabilisers，Antistatic 
agents，Bacteriostaticagents，Clarifier，Cling，Fillers(matting)，Flame 
retardants，Slip agents，Nucleating agents，Blowing agents，Protection 
against UV-irradiation and light，UV-or IR-absorbers，Processing 
aids，Special solutions



Address: Building A�/A�, Dajingjiu Industrial Park, Changping Town, 
                    Dongguan, Guangdong, China
Telephone: ����-��������
Website: www.mt-color.com
Email:info@mt-color.com
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